Jerusalem
Jerusalem is a city of overwhelming emotions, a city that promises a religious and spiritual
experience, excitement and pleasure, interesting tours and entertaining adventures. Here,
alongside Jerusalem’s fascinating historic and archeological sites, there are amazingly modern
tourist attractions for all lovers of culture, the arts, theater and music, architecture and
gastronomic delights.
At Jerusalem’s heart is the Old City, which is surrounded by a wall and divided into four quarters Jewish, Armenian, Christian, and Muslim. Inside the walls are the important holy sites of the three
major religions: the Western Wall, which is holy to the Jews, the Church of the Holy Sepulcher,
and the Dome of the Rock on the Temple Mount. The Western Wall plaza is visited by millions of
worshipers. Here, at the base of the massive wall that is a remnant of the Holy Temple, prayers
are offered and notes containing heartfelt wishes are wedged between the crevices.
Surrounding the Western Wall are other important Jewish sites - the Western Wall Tunnels, the unique Davidson Center, the Jewish quarter with
its magnificent Cardo and David’s Citadel, towering proudly in its beauty. South of the Old City is the City of David, from which the ancient
Can’anite and Israelite Jerusalem grew. This is a fascinating site with amazing findings that provide an unforgettable experience.
Apart from the holy places throughout the Old City, there are several charming sites that are well worth visiting. There is the wonderful market,
which is one big sensual celebration. Here you can buy Armenian-style decorated ceramics, beautiful strings of beads, authentic clothing,
embroidered cushions, colorful wool carpets, candles and amazing glassware, and countless different souvenirs. From the promenade along the
tops of the Old City walls you can look out over the Old City and the New City. Tours along the walls are a wonderful night-time activity, too,
when the city’s lights sparkle making the sights even more unforgettable. The Armenian Quarter has its own unique charm and is well worth
visiting. The construction of the new city’s Jewish neighborhoods began in the late 19th century. Some of the neighborhoods have retained their
original picturesque charm, and wandering among the houses is a real pleasureYoung people who like to go out in the evenings will love
Jerusalem’s main night life regions: the German Colony, the Ben Yehuda pedestrian mall, Nakhalat Shiv’a, Shlomtsiyon HaMalka Street, and the
Russian Compound.
Museum lovers will be delighted to discover that Jerusalem is dotted with dozens of museums full of rich exhibits, such as the Israel Museum,
the Natural History Museum, the Bloomfield Science Museum, Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial Museum, the Rockefeller Museum, the Bible
Lands Museum, the Islamic Art Museum, the Old Yishuv Court Museum, the Armenian Museum and the Museum of Italian Jewish Art.
Children will enjoy the Time Elevator (an interactive, three-dimensional presentation on the history of Jerusalem), the spacious Biblical Zoo, Ein
Ya’el-which offers workshops in Biblical arts and crafts, the Armon HaNatsiv tunnels, the beautiful botanical gardens and the hands-on
interactive exhibits at the Bloomfield Science Museum.

